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Whatever the dispute, be it with a business or an individual, our litigators aim to
find the most cost-effective and practical resolution. To get the best results and
protect our clients’ interests, we will always consider settling disputes without
recourse to legal proceedings.
If matters do progress through the courts, however, we have an excellent record
of successfully litigating cases in both English Courts and in foreign jurisdictions.
Our advice is always tailored to the client and delivered in a way that helps them
understand the issues and their options.

What makes us different?
• Acting for businesses, owner-entrepreneurs, and high net worth individuals, we
have expertise in all forms of commercial, corporate and businesses disputes
• Resources, skills and extensive knowledge to ensure that every dispute is
handled to minimise the impact on our client
• Acting for a variety of clients, including private individuals, corporate entities
and banks, as well as a range of overseas investors
• Our multi-discipline teams have a wealth of experience in negotiating and
mediating, and our advice is practical, straightforward and, most importantly,
commercial
• We work closely with our clients, understanding their needs, and how those
needs can be best protected

How we can help you
We regularly advise clients on a wide range of matters, including:
• Alternative dispute resolution,
mediation and arbitration
• Banking litigation
• Commercial litigation

• Inheritance disputes
• Intellectual property
• Restructuring and insolvency
• Wills, trusts & probate disputes

• Commercial real estate disputes

We can also help with:
• Immigration

• Family & matrimonial

• Corporate law

• Commercial and residential
real estate

• Employment law
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Our
Team
Our Dispute Resolution team makes it their prime interest to make sure all
aspects of your dispute are handled seamlessly. All members of our team
are experienced negotiators, with strong commercial sense and a pragmatic
approach to disputes including complex multi-party and multijurisdictional
disputes.
We pride ourselves on our comprehensive approach, working seamlessly
across our practice areas and specialisms to meet our clients’ needs. We
also have experts in immigration, commercial property, real estate finance,
corporate, wills, trusts & probate and family law, allowing us to add value by
delivering effective and reliable solutions to the standard our clients deserve.

Led By
Marvin Simons
Partner and Head of Dispute Resolution
Marvin is Head of our Dispute Resolution
team. He has wide experience in
many areas of civil litigation including
professional negligence, partnership
disputes, insurance and banking
litigation, high-value personal injury,
clinical negligence and inquests,
defamation and cross border litigation.

To discuss how we can help you, please contact Marvin Simons
on 020 7725 8057 or marvin.simons@seddons.co.uk
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Seddons is a top 200 law practice based in London’s West End, with
a strong reputation for both commercial and private client work. We
advise our UK and international clients on personal and commercial
disputes, real estate, family law, estate planning, corporate law,
employment law and more. Seddons achieves the best possible
outcome, with the professional and interpersonal skills needed for
sensitive matters, complex technical work and cross-practice issues,
working alongside other professionals to protect clients’ financial and
emotional interests. Our clients are from varied backgrounds, with an
emphasis on business owners and professionals, and we regularly act
for high-profile clients, understanding the importance of preserving
confidentiality and reputation with utmost discretion.

Contact Us
To discuss how we can help with any legal matters, or should you have any
questions, please contact us on 020 7725 8000.
Seddons
5 Portman Square
London
W1H 6NT
www.seddons.co.uk
020 7725 8000
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The information contained
within this brochure is provided
as general information only. It
does not constitute legal or
professional advice or seek to be
an exhaustive statement of the
law. You should not treat it as a
substitute for advice about your
specific circumstances.
© 2018 Seddons
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